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BOOK OF REVELATION1
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That numbers are important to John is self-evident. The book is dominated by
four sequences of sevens, namely, the seven messages, seven seals, seven
trumpets, and seven bowls. The number of those sealed is 144,000, 12,000
from each of the tribes (7:4-8). The New Jerusalem has twelve gates, inscribed
with the names of the twelve mbes, and twelve foundations, inscribed with the
names of the twelve apostles (21:12-13). The earth has four comers (7:l; 20:8),
and four winds and four angels stand ready to bring destruction (7:l). That
whch exists can be described in a fourfold division of heaven, earth, under the
earth, and sea (5:13a); and the Lamb is offered a fourfold doxology of blessing,
honor, glory, and might (5:13b). The number 1,000 is clearly important for an
understanding of the millennium (20:4-7), and the readers are specifically told
to ponder the meaning of the number 666 (l3:l8).
However, the particular theory that I wish to examine here is whetherJohn
uses word frequencies to convey theological truth. Richard Bauckham has put
forward the theory that John has deliberately used certain words and phrases
either four times, seven times, or two times, along with certain multiples, such
as fourteen and twenty-eight, to convey theological truth. In particular, he
claims that significant terms for God, Christ, Lamb, and Spirit occur in these
multiples, but that no such pattern is detectable for the powers of evil. Of
course, this would be impossible for the original recipients to detect on a first
hearing of the book, but Bauckham insists that John "was writing a book which
he intended to have a status comparable to the OT prophetic books, and he
could expect some readers to study it with the same intensity with which he
himself studied OT prophetic book^."^
Gregory K. Beale endorses this and says that "it is improbable that the
majority are coincidental because there are so many of these patterns and because
these patterns involve the Apocalypse's most crucial theological and
And G. R. Osbome, who cites Bauckham as having
anthropological
shown that numbers in Revelation are prirnanly symbolic rather than literal,
concludes that "[tlhere are four major numbers from which the vast majority of
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numbers derive-4,7,10,12 . . . [and] [qt seems likely that John has written his
book carefully to signify the perfect plan of God and the completeness of his
work."4
In the first part of this paper, I wlll present the evidence cited by
Bauckharn in what I consider to be its most convincing form, summarized in
the Table. In the second part of the paper, I will offer a critique of some of the
f-mdmgs and, in particular, the conclusions that are frequently drawn from
them. I turn fust, then, to the data as presented by Bauckharn for the
importance of word frequencies in Revelation.
Evidencefor the Importance of Word
Frequencies in Reuekztion
Four
The phrase "to the one who lives for ever and ever" (rQ <6vti cis robs
a i 6 v a ~t 6 v aidvwv) occurs four times (4:9,10; 10:6; 15:7).Bauckharn says that
four occurrences are appropriatebecause the phrase designates God as the eternal
Creator, who is sovereign over his creation: four is the number of the earth.5
The phrase "the seven spirits" @nrh Tf~€6pa~ff)
occurs four times (1:4; 3:l;
4:5; 5:6). Bauckham says that because they represent the fullness of the divine
power "sent out into all the earth," the four occurrences are appr~priate.~
There is a symmetry here: the four references to the seven Spirits correspond
to the seven occurrences of the fourfold phrase for the tribes, tongues, nations,
and peoples of the earth, which we will discuss below.
The phrase "the seven churches" (hrh k ~ ~ l i q o ioccurs
a ~ ) four times (1:4,
11, 202). Thus, as well as the seven churches representing the worldwide
church, the frequency of the actual phrase "the seven churches" (4x) makes the
same point.

Seven
After the opening two verses, John offers a macarism or beatitude on the one
who reads and the one who hears: "Blessed is the one who reads aloud the
words of the prophecy, and blessed are those who hear and who keep what is
written in it; for the time is near" (1:3). There are six other beatitudes in the
book (14:13; 1615; 19:9; 205; 22:7; 22:14), which offer the followingblessings:
Blessed are the dead who from now on die in the Lord;
Blessed is the one who stays awake and is clothed, not going about naked and
exposed to shame;
Blessed are those who are invited to the marriage supper of the Lamb;
Blessed and holy are those who share in the frrst resurrection;

4G.R. Osborne, Revehtion (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2002), 17.
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Blessed is the one who keeps the words of the prophecy of this book;
Blessed are those who wash their robes, so that they will have the right to the tree
of life and may enter the city by the gates.
Next, we consider a number of titles or phrases for God or Jesus. In Rev
1:8, we read: "'I am the Alpha and the Omega,' says the Lord God, who is and
who was and who is to come, the Almighty." In this instance, the ~Gpiocb
e ~ isbseparated
~
from ITCXUToKp&C
' Cdpby the mple form, "who is and who was
and who is to come," but there are six other occasions where the phrase ~ G p i q
or Kcpi€ b &bc b llaVT~Kpd'C~p
occurs (4:8; 11:17; 15:3; 16:7; 19:6; 21:22).~
The phrase "I am the Alpha and the Omega," along with its equivalents,
"I am the first and the last7'and "the beginning and the end," occur as divine
self-designations on seven occasions (here in 1:8, again in 1:17, then twice in
21:6, and three times in 22:13). Bauckharn says: "Just as the seven beatitudes
scattered throughout the book express the fullness of divine blessing on those
who obey the message of the prophecy, so the seven occurrences of a divine
title indxate the fullness of the divine being to which the title point^."^
Next comes ~ p i o r kwhich
,
occurs three times in the opening greeting
along with' IqaoO~(w.1,2,5), and on four other occasions (11:15; 12:10; 20:4,
6) on its own. All occurrences are in the genitive, xp~atoD.
Finally, God is frequently addressed as the one who sits on the throne, but
the precise phrase "the one who sits on the throne" occurs seven times ( 5:1,7,
13; 6:16; 7:15; 21:5). Variations of the formula can also be found (4:2, 3; 7:lO;
19:4; 20:1I), but Bauckham suggests that the variations have been deliberately
used in order to keep the number of occurrences of the precise phrase to seven.9
Turning to other themes, the book of Revelation is supremely a book of
prophecy and the noun, n p @ q d a , occurs seven times (1:3; 1l:6; 19:lO; 22:7,
10,18,19). It is perhaps becoming clear that if John isconsciously trymg to arrive
at just seven occurrences of these key words and phrases, then a huge burden was
placed on the concludmg paragraph to make it so. We will return to this point.
Next, if Revelation is supremely about prophecy, then that prophecy
concerns the tribes, tongues, peoples, and nations of the world. This fourfold
formula, which never appears in exactly the same order and substitutes~ a a i k 6 5
and iixho~for +uhfi on two of the occurrences, nevertheless occurs a total of
seven times (5:9; 7:9; 10:ll; 11:9; 13:7; 14:6; 17:15). In his chapter on "The
Conversion of the Nations," Bauckham makes the claim that "in Revelation,
four is the number of the world, seven is the number of completeness. The
sevenfold use of this fourfold phrase indicates that reference is being made to
all the nations of the world. In the symbolic world of Revelation, there could
' ~ n19:6, the order varies considerably among the manuscripts. A has K ~ P L O6<
9 r b ~d navto~poitop;X* has 6 Orb< d ~ 6 p i o4pkv
~ 6 navso~pdrtop;the editors of
N A ~ go
' with X2P and M ~ :~ 6 p 1 . o6~9 ~ i)p(rl~
b ~ 6 T~~V~OKP&~OP.
'Bauckham, 33.
'Ibid.
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hardly be a more emphatic indication of ~niversalism."'~
The verb k p ~ o poccurs
~
h t y - t w o times in Revelation, but Bauckham
notes two uses ofwhch each has seven occurrences. First, it is used of Christ's
referring to his coming, either as promise or threat (2:s; 2:16; 3:11; 16:15; 22:7,
12, 20). Second, the imperative i p ~ o uis also used seven times, four in
connection with the four horses of chapter 6 (w. 1,3,5,7) and three in the
concluding chapter, twice in 22:17, and once in 22:20.
Finally, for the number 7, Bauckham notes that there are seven
occurrences of Gpivavov in chapter 14. He suggests that the "completeness of
the judgment of the world would be thereby signalled."" Other words that
and & ~ W U OheC ,regards as probably
occur seven times, like Bua~aoz6p~ov
coincidental.
Twelve
Twelve is the number of the people of God (twelve tribes, twelve apostles,
twelve thrones), squared for completeness (the wall of the New Jerusalem is
144 cubits), multiplied by a thousand (it is 12,000 stadia in width, length, and
breadth), and squared and multiplied by 1,000 to suggest vast numbers
(144,000). But does John use word frequencies to bring out the symbolic
significance of particular words or phrases? Bauckham offers no examples for
the book as a whole, but does note that in the account of the New Jerusalem
(21:9-22:5), the numeral twelve occurs twelve times if we include the gates,
whch are mentioned in four groups of three (21:13) and the list of jewels
(21:19-20), which ends b ~ W ~ ~ K ~&$Bwro~.'*
T O S
Drawing on C. H. Giblin,13
he also notes that the terms €1~65
and &pviov each occur seven times in this
section of Revelation.
Fourteen
Next we move on to fourteen, a significant number, as it is seven multiplied by
two, the symbol of testimony or witness. Bauckhamnotes that the proper name
'IqaoO~occurs fourteen times, including four in the fust chapter and three in
the last chapter.14The repetition in the final words of the book ("Amen. Come,
Lord Jesus! The grace of the Lord Jesus be with all the saints. Amen.") could
be seen as evidence of making up the total to fourteen.
IIv~iipaoccurs twenty-four times in Revelation: four are in the expression
"the seven spirits," which we have already noted; four are references to unclean

"Ibid., 36.
I2Ibid.
13C.
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or evil spirits (l3:lS; l6:l3, 14; l8:2); and two are probably references to the
human rather than &vine spirit. Thus in Rev 11:11, the two witnesses receive
"the breath or spirit of life from God," whch could be the Holy Spirit, but
which Bauckham thinks is probably the breath of life which animates all living
beings. In Rev 22:6, we have the phrase "the God of the spirits of the
prophets," whch appears to mean more than the breath of life which animates
all life, but less than the Holy Spirit, as it appears to be linked with individual
persons. Thus if we discount these two occurrences, there are fourteen
references to the &vine nvQm in Revelation, an appropriate number for the
Holy Spirit, who bears witness (7x2).

Bauckham offers two examples of twenty-eight. The first and clearly the most
significantis the designation ofJesus as the Lamb (dpviov).Bauckham says that
its use twenty-eight times (4 x 7) is to "indicate the worldwide scope of his
complete vi~tory."'~
Seven of the occurrences are in phrases coupled with God
(5:13; 6:16; 7:10; 14:4; 21:22; 22:1,3). There is also a twenty-ninth occurrence
of dpviov in Rev 13:11, where the beast has "two horns like a lamb." Though
h s is clearly different from all of the other uses, it would be somewhat
surprising if the number 28 was so important to John.
Bauckham's second example is the list of cargoes that "Babylon" or Rome,
as Bauckham thinks, imports from "the merchants of the earth" (18:12-13).
Providing the last phrase is taken as exepegetic ("slaves, that is, human lives"),
the items of cargo total twenty-eight, an appropriate number because "they are
representative of ad the products of the wbok world."I6 Though this example
seems theologically less sipficant, it would, of course, be the easier to spot,
occurring as it does in just two verses.
Word Frequenn'esfor Evil Forces

Before we attempt to evaluate this evidence, we should mention the other side
of Bauckham's argument that no such patterns are detectable for the powers
of evil. Thus 8qpiov occurs thirty-eight or perhaps thirty-seven times; G ~ C ~ K U V
occurs thirteen times; ZazavQ,eight times; BaPuAdv six times; GidpoAo~five
times; and &L<, five times (or perhaps four, if we exclude the description of
the horses' tails hke snakes in 9:19). The list of excluded sinners in Rev 21:8
and 22:15 is six and eight items respectively. Coupled with the number of the
beast (666), Bauckham claims that John has deliberately avoided multiples of
seven and twelve when speaking of evil forces. In conclusion, Bauckham says:
"The more Revelation is stuched in detail, the more clear it becomes that it is
not simply a literary unity, but actually one of the most unified works in the
New Testament. The evidence discussed in this chapter should be sufficient to

refute theories which divide the book into disparate sources.""
Evaluation
There is no doubt that this theory, as presented by Bauckham, is a tour &force.
To associateJesus, Spirit, and God with the number 7 (and its multiples), while
ensuring that the terms for evil (beast, dragon, Satan, Babylon, serpent) are not
so associated, would involve major planning. It is one more factor that shows
John's great artistry in composing the book of Revelation. However, when I
came to compile the chart in the table, questions arose that Bauckharn did not
consider. For example, what are we to make of the fact that there is a complete
absence of any of these key words/phrases in Rev 8:l-10:5 or chapter 18?
Revelation 8:2 begins the sequence of six trumpets, which runs through to the
end of chapter 9. Revelation 10:l-5 then begins an interlude, where an angel is
(surprisingly) described in the same terms as the risen Christ in the inaugural
vision ("hsface was like the sun, and his legs like pillars of fire"). If this section
was part of a source used by John, then that would explain the absence of the
seventeen characteristic words/phrases. Furthermore, Rev 8:l has all the signs
of being a connecting link (Kai %av ~ ~ V O L ~T E~V Va+paylL6a n)v @66pqv,
i y i v c ~ oary4 i v T$ otpccvc$ dc J I p ~ d p ~ o v ) . ' ~
In chapter 18, though Bauckharn suggests that John has deliberately
included twenty-eight items of cargo in w. 12-13, the fact remains that the
chapter (24 verses) is devoid of any of the seventeen characteristic
words/phrases that John is supposedly using to signal his theologrcal intent.19
At the very least, this surely challenges Bauckham's claim that these word
frequencies show that Revelation is "one of the most unified works in the New
Testament" and that they are "sufficient to refute theories which &vide the
book into disparate sources." On the contrary, they would appear to point in
the chection of John's use of disparate sources.20
A second observation points in the same direction. Source theories have
their starting point in the obvious transitions between the inaugural vision and
messages to the churches (Rev 1-3), the collection of visions (Rev 41-22:5),
and the conclusion (Rev 22:6-21). Is it a coincidence that Rev 1 and 22 have a
greater concentration of these key words/phrases than any other section of the
book? If John is providing the introduction and conclusion to a collection of

"Neither Jesus, Spitit, or Lamb will be used again until chap. 12.
''In total, we are talking of 150 occurrences of these key words/phrases in twentytwo chapters. The probability of no occurrences in three of its chapters happening by
chance is low.
2'Disparate in the sense that some of these sources did not contain any of the
seventeen words/phrases thatJohn was using to convey theological truth through word
frequencies.
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visions, perhaps written over a period of several decades, then we would expect
a greater concentration of his key words/phrases at the beginning and end.
Unlike the rest of the book, these chapters were composed at the same time
with the single intent of preparing the collection of visions (Rev 4:l-22:5) for
dissemination among the seven churches. Again, we would have to conclude
that, far from proving that Revelation is "one of the most unified works in the
New Testament," it adds weight to the view that the beginning and end were
added to an already existing collection of visions.
A third observation challenges Bauckham's conclusion from a slightly
different angle. If Bauckham is correct that John is intendmg to have just four,
seven, twelve, fourteen, and twenty-eight occurrences of these key
words/phrases, then the compositionof the conclusion (Rev 22:6-21) was crucial.
Any work requires some sort of final greeting, and John evidently felt that his
work required some sort of defense of its origins and authority. On Bauckham's
theory,John was also aware that he needed four more occurrences of np@fizaa,
three more occurrences of &h@ ~ a zbi 4, Tpxopai, $XOU and 'IquoO~,two
further beatitudes, and an additional nvc0pa. Of course, one could reply that it
would not have been as mechanical as that, and perhaps much of it came about
more or less unconsciously. But that is not what Bauckham is suggesting. He
claims that John deliberately provided these totals as part of his theological
message and he expected at least some of his more diligent readers to notice it.21
I can only comment that I would have a very different view of the integrity of the
book if I thought Rev 22:20-21 ("The one who testifies to these things says,
'Surely I am coming soon.' Amen. Come, Lord Jesus!The grace of the Lord Jesus
be with all the saints. Amen.") was John's final attempt to arrive at fourteen
occurrences of 'Ir)uoD~and seven occurrences of Z p ~ o p aand
~ 'ipxou. I
conclude that if Bauckham is correct that all of these word frequencies are
deliberate, then far from pointing to the integrity and unity of the book, it
points to the use of &sparate sources and a rather artificial conclusion to the
book.
I do not thtnk Bauckham is correct in assigning these word frequencies to
John's intention. Let us begin with the words/phrases that occur just four times.
The description of God as "the one who lives for ever and ever" is convincingly
linked with his role as creator in the first three occurrences, but it is not clear that
this is uppermost in Rev 15:7 ("Then one of the four living creatures gave the
seven angels seven golden bowls full of the wrath of God, who lives for ever and
ever"). One could, of course, argue that the seven bowls are ultimately destined
to be poured out upon the earth, but this is a clearly a heavenly scene. Sirmlarly,
it seems quite arbitrary to argue thatJohn planned to mention the seven churches
(or the seven spirits) on just four occasions because they represent all the
churches of the world. One could just as easily argue that there should be seven
or twelve occurrences to represent the whole people of God.
Combined with the fact that numerous other words occur just four times
"Alas, it took nearly 2,000 years t o be realized!

(&IhqIouid, &ozpaaai, k~at6v,fine, pol~tEpiocin the singular, yuarfipiov,
vai, Bpo~,h o ~ d z w )it, is hard to see why Bauckham's examples deserve special
consideration.One could even argue that the eight occurrences of Satan appear
in two fours-the nominative form Zatavti~and the genitive Zaravti-and
argue that this represents his evil testimony on the earth (4x2). It does not appear
to me that an argument based on words/phrases occurring just four times can be
sustained. The number is so small that many words or phrases will occur with this
frequency in any work. Furthermore, if required to support such an argument,
anythulg in Revelation relates to the earth in some form or another.
Neither does twelve appear to be a significant number for word
frequencies. Bauckharn's argument that 6 d 6 ~ ~occurs
a
ten times in Rev
21:9-225, whch becomes twelve if we include the enumeration of the gates in
four groups of three ( ~ ~ ~ is
E not
K O
mentioned),
I
and the enumeration of the
jewels in Rev 21:19-20 (6w6i~aroc),is not very convincing. The word 666Eua
occurs twenty-three times in Revelation,just missing 3x7 and just missing 2x12.
How are John's readers supposed to deduce that on this occasion, it is not final
word frequencies that are intended, but a complex calculation appearing in just
a small section of the book? One could as easily discuss the twelve occurrences
of by iwv, d y a , Pipliov, ypd$ov, fipipac, and av~Dpaand make a point about
specific case endings. It seems better to dismiss the case for word frequencies
totaling twelve.
Bauckham gwes two examples for 14. The strongest is the name "Jesus,"
especially if one can be persuaded that the final verses were intended to make
up the total. However, his example of srv~Dyais less convincing. In all, the
word occurs twenty-four times, but with a variety of meanings. Seven are in the
refrain to the seven churches: "Let anyone who has an ear listen to what the
Spirit is saying to the churches." Four are references to John being "in the
Spirit." Four are references to the seven spirits, the meaning of whch is much
debated. Some think it is a reference to the Holy Spirit, whle others think it
draws on the traltion of seven archangels or even astral symbolism. Four are
references to unclean or evil spirits (13:15; 16:13, 14; 18:2) and two are
probably references to the human spirit or something called "the spirits of the
prophets." All in all, it seems unlikely that John is expecting h s readers to sift
through twenty-four occurrences of nv~Dpa and discern fourteen that are
specifically references to "the divine spirit."
As for the number 28, &pviov is clearly a crucial term in Revelation, and
one could argue that the repetition of "the throne of God and the Lamb" in
22:1,3 is an attempt to complete the twenty-eight occurrences.However, if this
were a key concern, it is surely surprising that he includes a twenty-ninth
occurrence when he describes the beast as having two horns hke a lamb in Rev
l3:ll. Of course, it could be argued that this is a completely different usage
and would be dismissed by the diligent reader. But it could equally be argued
that if John were so intent on communicating the number 28, he would not
have made it harder for the reader by including a twenty-ninth occurrence.
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His second example, the twenty-eight cargoes listed in Rev 18:12-13, is
convincing insofar as it is easily noticeable, but it surely conflicts with h s other
example. If 28 is the number of occurrences appropriate for the Lamb, how is
it appropriate for the cargoes imported by the oppressive enemy, Rome?To say
that it is twenty-eight because he wishes to signify "all the products of the
whole world" is surely a minor observation compared with the startlingparallel
that its frequency is the same as the Lamb. I do not consider that word
frequencies based on 28 are convincing.
This leaves the number 7, a number that is clearly important to John from
the series of septets. It will be tedious to examine every example in turn, so we
will summarize. The seven beatitudes are a convincing example, as they are
easily remembered. One can imagine members of the congregation trying to
enumerate and remember them. But is it really the frequency of the word
p a ~ d p that
~o~
would be in mind? Surely it is the fact that John has included
seven beatitudes, just as the fourth Gospel includes seven Gyd ~ i p sl a p g s .
This is not in itself an argument for word frequencies.
The seven occurrences of Xpraz6~and npo@qr~ia
are his best examples.
A p one can imagine astute members of the congregation working through
the text to locate what is said about the X p ~ a z 6or~ what is said about
npo4qzda. But it is hard to accept that readers would notice those phrases that
occur in a variety of forms, such as "sitting on the throne"; "Lord God
Almighty"; and "tribes, tongues,peoples, and nations." Despite some convoluted
explanations for the variety,it would surely have helped John's cause to have kept
the phrase the same throughout the book if he were really wishmg his readers to
notice word frequencies. Bauckham argues that the phrase "&st and last" occurs
seven times if you count its synonyms, "alpha and omega" and "beginning and
end." This would be noticeable, as it is clearly a significant title, but would the
readers have been struck more by the total seven than the variety of expression?
I conclude from this that John may well have planned just seven occurrences of
Xp~az6
and
~ npo@qz&, just as he planned the septets and beatitudes, but the
other examples look more like special pleading.

Conclusion
Bauckham's theory is wrong on two counts. First, even if all of his examples were
convincing, the deduction that Revelationis "one of the most unified works in the
New Testamenty' does not follow. Indeed, the distribution of the key
words/phrases (see Table) points more in the direction of disparate sources.
Furthermore, the concentration of these terms in the first and last chapters would
add evidence to those that see these chapters as additions to an already existing
collection of visions.And third, it would imply an extremely artificial composition
techmque for the final chapter. IfBauckham's theory is correct, his deduction that
Revelation is "one of the most unified works in the New Testament" is not.
However, our major conclusion is that Bauckham's theory is not correct.
Cumulative arguments can be convincing if all the constituent parts are

plausible. We have not found the arguments for four, twelve, or twenty-eight
at all convincing. There are some convincing examples for seven, but we
already knew that seven was a special number for John. Perhaps the fourteen
occurrences of 'Iqaofr~are deliberate, though it is mere speculation that they
occur because Jesus is described as a witness and hence has 7x2 occurrences.
What about all the other "witnesses" in Revelation? Should not their names or
descriptions occur fourteen times? That numbers are important to John is not
in doubt. That he intends to communicate specific theological content through
word frequencies is not supported by the evidence.
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Significant Words/Phrases Occurring Four, Seven, Fourteen,
or Twenty-eight Times in Revelation

iyo ~ipi
npLiro</&A@a

x7

~a9qp4vog
isri rQ Bp6vy

x7

Divine nvcijpa

XI4

u
Divine kpviov
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Chapter

I

Divine srv~Cpa

x14
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11

CQvri e i ~
t o b ~a i Q v a ~

x4

insti

x4

12

13
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14

~vE~~CLOL~C~
insti

x4

~ K K ~ ~ C S ~ X ~

pa~kp
i o ~

x7

K ~ ~ L O C0

6 ~ 6 ~
Travzo~ptiswp

x7

&yo d p i
npGto</c%k$a

x7

~piat6~

x7

~a0qpivoc
i n i tq 8p6vy

x7

npo$qtda

x7

v. 6

$ulfi, ylQaaa
1&, &vo<

x7

v. 9

ipxopai
Pwousl

x7

"Epou

x7

Gpinavov

x7

6obi~a

v. 13
v. 17

v. 15

v. 10

v. 7

v. 7

2(23)

v. 1

IqaoO~

x14

v. 17

Divine T I V E O ~ ~

X I4

Divine &pviov

x28

XI

v. 6

v. 12
v. 13

v. 11

v. 8

W.

10

1,4*,

Chapter

inth
f?KKhq~iac

x4

iyo ~Lpi

x7

npQto~/&A+a

Gpinavov

x7

-

-

-

IqooOs

x14

Divine nv~Opx
-

Divine drpviov

-

x14
-

x28
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iyw d p ~

x7

np6ro~/&A@a

Divine r v ~ O p a

XI 4

Divine dpviov

x28
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